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A Signing space model for the interpretation of sign language interactions

Abstract:
Sign language processing is often performed by processing each individual sign. Such an
approach relies on an exhaustive description of the signs and does not take in account the
spatial structure of the sentence. In this paper, we will present a general model of sign
language sentences that uses the construction of the signing space as a representation of both
the meaning and the realization of the sentence. We will propose a computational model of
this construction and explain how it can be attached to a sign language grammar model to
help analysis of sign language utterances. We describe the architecture of an image analysis
system that performs sign language analysis by means of a prediction/verification approach.
The system uses the model of sign language structure during analysis for predicting visual
events so that simple 2D features can be used to determine whether the image corroborates the
prediction or not.

1. Introduction
In sign language analysis, most of the time, one considers two levels of language: standard
utterances that only use standard signs, the ones that can be found in dictionaries, and iconic
utterances, so-called  “classifier predicates”, where most of the meaning relies on iconic
structures. Iconic structures are widely used in spontaneous sign language so that they need to
be taken in account in automatic sign language processing systems.

 Works in French Sign Language (FSL) linguistics (Cuxac 1999, 165-184) (Cuxac 2000) have
shown that, in both standard and iconic utterances, the meaning of a sign language production
could be accessed by considering the construction of the signing space. The signing space is
the space surrounding the signer and where the signs are produced. During this production,
the signer will use that space to position the entities that are evoked in the sentence and to
materialize their semantic relationships, so that the resulting construction can be considered as
a representation of the meaning of the discourse.

In this paper, we propose a computational representation of this organization, and describe
how this representation can be used to help automatic interpretation of sign language by an
image processing system.

1.1 Previous work
Most of previous works on sign language linguistic focused on isolated sign description by
the mean of a finite set of parameters and values. Resulting transcription systems have been
used for machine translation by (Vogler 1998, 363-369) that uses the Liddel and Johnson
phonological description or (Ouhyoung 1998, 558–565) that uses the Stokoe description system
for sign recognition using datagloves. Some other works focus on increasing the recognition
rate by using some additional knowledge on the signed sentence structure, which is done by
using statistics on consecutive pairs of signs (so-called stochastic grammars) such as in (Hienz

1999, 185-196) or (Ouhyoung 1996, 59-66) or by adding constraints on the structure of the sentence



(Pentland 1995). But none of them really takes in account the spatial structure of the signed
sentence. Those systems are only able to deal with sentences considered as a simple
succession of isolated signs, eventually coarticulated. More complex aspects of sign language
such as sign space utilization or classifiers1 have not been studied yet in vision-based sign
language analysis, but some issues where brought out in recent works on sign language
generation (Bossard 2003, 15-17) (Huenerfauth 2004, 24-31).

1.2 Our approach
Our approach is focused on the fact that introducing knowledge about sign language syntax
and grammar will make the analysis of the sequence possible and avoid us to systematically
use complex reconstruction of gestures. Instead of direct sign recognition, we focus on
identifying the structure of the sentence in terms of entities and relationships, which may be
sufficient in a reduced-context application. This allows us to use a general model of sign
language grammar and syntax. So that, starting from an high level hypothesis about what is
going to be said in the sign language sentence, this model let us compute a set of low level
visual events that have to occur in order to validate the hypothesis. While verifying that
something has happened is simpler than detecting it, this approach will permit the use of
rather simple image processing in the verification phase and reserve explicit reconstruction of
gestures for the cases where prediction becomes impossible.

2. Overview of the system

Our system analyses French Sign language (FSL) gestures based on the fact that those
gestures follow the rules of the grammar of this language. In order to make it possible to
perform this task using a single video camera and simple image processing, we need to
integrate plenty of knowledge about FSL grammar and syntax for prediction and consistency
checking of the interpretation and about image processing for querying the low-level
verification module.

The system integrates these knowledges in a multi-level architecture that is divided in three
main subsystems:
1. The first subsystem consists in a representation of the interpretation of the discourse
through a modeling of the signing space2. During processing, the coherence of signing space
instantiation is controlled by a set of possible behaviors resulting from the structure of the
language and from a semantic modeling of the entities in the discourse (fig. 1-A).
2. The second subsystem is a knowledge representation system based on description logic
formalism. The base contains knowledge about FSL grammar and syntax that makes it able to
describe high level events that occurred in signing space in terms of low level sequences of
events on body components (fig. 1-B).
3. The last subsystem performs image processing, it integrates knowledge about the features it
must analyze so that it can choose the appropriate measurement on the data for the
verification process (fig. 1-C).
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Figure 1: General overview of system architecture and communications between different
subsystems during the prediction/verification procedure. Higher level module (A) uses a
representation of signing space and of the sense of the discourse for semantic prediction and
consistency checking of the results provided by the intermediate subsystem (B). This
subsystem uses knowledge about the FSL grammar to infer low level events on components
from events predicted above. Finally, the last module (C) processes images to determine
whether or not they corroborate the predicted events.

Forecoming sections will describe the main aspects of the linguistic model and the
verification process.

3. Modeling the signing space

3.1. Entities and relationships
In the FSL, entities are evoked through signs and located in the signing space so that their
relative position will correspond with the spatial relationships between those entities in the
real world. Temporal relationships are evoked through entities that are located on “time
lines”. Binary actions are evoked through directional verbs and more complex ones by
grammatical structures called “transfers” (Cuxac 1999, 165-184). The different kinds of entities
depend on the kind of the relationships in which each entity may be involved: dates can be
involved in temporal relationships, places in spatial relationships; animates can perform an
action or be located relatively to another entity, actions can be referenced as a moment in time
or as one of the protagonists of an action. The specificities of the FSL grammar require to
consider some additional kind of entities: one needs to make a distinction between entities
that whenever involved in a complex action are evoked by the signer taking their role
(persons1) and the entities that cannot be evoked that way (objects). Finally, due to the
temporal ordering of the signs, one needs to take in account the case of actions that are
evoked before one of their protagonists, the type of this entity is implicit.

3.2. Signing space representation
The symbolic representation of the signing space consists of a cube surrounding the signer,
regularly divided into Sites. Each location may contain a single Entity, each Entity having a
Referent. A Referent is a semantic notion that can be found in the discourse. Once it has been
placed in the signing space, it becomes an Entity and has a role in the sentence. So that,
building a representation of a sign language sentence consists in creating a set of Entities in
the SigningSpace. Figure  (fig. 2) gives an example of an instantiated signing space and figure
(fig. 3) gives the sequence of that instantiation.



Figure 2: An example of construction of signing space that corresponds to the FSL question
(signs order has been respected): “In the city of Toulouse (A), in the movie theatre called
Utopia (B), the movie that plays (C), on Thursday February 26th at 9.30 pm (D), the one (E)
who made it (F), who is it (G)?” In this figure, one can see that, the sentence is realized by
putting the different entities in place in the space surrounding the signer and that their
respective place is relied to the semantic relationships among these items.

Figure 3: The steps of construction of the signing space

The meaning contained in this signing space construction is represented in terms of Entities
(s) whose Referent (s) can have successively different function(s) during the construction of
the sentence (locative, agent,. . . ). A set of rules maintains the consistency of the
representation by verifying that enough and coherent information has been provided when one



needs to create a new entity in the signing space. The figure (fig. 4) describes the global
architecture of the model in UML notation standard.

Fig. 4: UML class diagram of the semantic representation of the signing space

4. A model for the construction of the signing space

4.1. A short survey of FLS Grammar
The rules of FSL grammar we consider intend to describe each possible modification of the
signing space. As modifying the signing space only consists in creating new entities, our
model focuses on the gestures that are used to create those entities. Without taking in account
lexical knowledge, it is not possible yet to make a distinction between entities that are neither
dates nor actions. So that creating such an entity relies on a generic mechanism.
Creating an entity of a given type relies on the following mechanisms:
• Creating a generic entity: generally speaking, entities are created and localized in the signing
space by signs that can be performed either directly in the desired location or localized on the
signer’s body for lexical reasons. In the second case, the production of the sign is followed by
an explicit designation of the desired location.
• Creating a date: in our reduced context, dates are explicitly evoked by standard signs,
performed in a neutral location (if front of signer’s chest) and located simultaneously on one
of the time lines.
• Creating an action: binary actions are evoked through directional verbs, which imply
gestures that explicitly connect two locations containing entities in the signing space. For
complex actions, “great iconicity” structures such as those where the signer plays the role of
one of the action’s protagonist have to be used. Such complex actions do not appear in the
context of our application.
The formalization of that grammar relies on the fact that each of those mechanisms can be
described by a gesture sequence.

4.2. Describing the construction of the signing space
A modification in the signing space is defined by the kind of the entity that is created and its
localization. The behavior model attaches to each kind of entity a gesture sequence that
describes the state of the components involved and the way they are synchronized.
The computational representation of that grammar relies on a description logic formalism and



uses the CLASSIC knowledge representation system (Brachman 1991 401-456). This system
allows the representation of FSL grammar as a set of hierarchically organized concepts.
Concept are structured objects constituted with roles (concepts of a given type) and associated
with automatic inference mechanisms and user-defined propagation rules.

4.2.1. Formalization of an entity creation
With the description logic formalism, describing the creation of an entity consists in defining
a set of concepts with specific constraints on some of their roles:
1. The concept representing the creation of an entity is called ACTS (ACtion Transforming
Signing space). It is described by a location, a temporal interval and a gesture sequence.
2. Gesture sequences consist in a list of component descriptions associated with constraints on
the values of the component roles.
3. Additional knowledge propagation rules concern vertical information propagation from an
ACTS description to gestures defined in the corresponding sequence (e.g. the localization of
the hand must be the same as the one of the entity). Horizontal information propagation
mechanisms are used between different gesture descriptions in the same sequence (e.g. both
hands must have the same location). Finally gestures synchronization rules are based on
Allen’s algebra operators.
This formalization leads to a global representation of the FSL grammar as a concept hierarchy
associated with additional propagation rules sets.

 Fig. 5 UML description of the concept hierarchy associated with FSL grammar model

4.2.2. Global structure of the FSL language model
The concept hierarchy that describes the FSL grammar model is given in figure 5: for each
kind of entity, there is a specialization of the ACT concept with a specific GestureSequence.
This sequence can be derived depending on the different ways to create an entity of that type.
Gestures that can be found in GestureSequences are specialization of generic Component
descriptions that include additional constraints on their roles.



5. Image-based sign language analysis

The representation of the signing space can be linked to the meaning of the discourse by
giving access to the relationships between entities that were evoked and referenced. On the
other hand, the iconicity theory by (Cuxac 1999, 165-184) provides a description of the grammar
of the sign language in terms of gesture sequences that leads to creating a new entity in the
signing space so that it permits to link this representation to the gestures that where used to
create the current signing space instantiation. Such a predictive model can be used for analysis
of sign language sentences.

Using that model for sign language analysis leads to two classes of tools: interactive tools
intended for linguists to evaluate the model and automatic analysis tools that can be used in
many fields of application (linguistic analysis, automatic interpretation,).

At present time, an interactive tool has been developed in order to represent the construction
of the signing space during the production of the utterance. This tool consists in a
transcription software that allows to synchronously linking the different steps of the
construction of the signing space and the video sequence that is transcripted. This application
was designed to evaluate the model on several kinds of utterances and to determine how this
model can be considered as a generic representation of sign language utterances.

In the field of automatic analysis, using a single camera, it is not possible to build an
exhaustive description of the gestures that are used. So, for automatic vision-based sign
language analysis, the model of the signing space is used as a general representation of the
structure of the sentence that allows simultaneously accessing the meaning of the discourse.
The grammar of the sign language that can be attached to that construction allows the use of a
prediction/verification approach (Dalle 2005, 510-513): being given an hypothesis on the
meaning of the discourse in terms of a signing space modification, it is possible to infer the
gestures that where used to create the new entity in the signing space. Analyzing the utterance
is then reduced to verify whenever the data corroborates this prediction or not.
Such an analysis can be performed without taking in account the lexicon, so that the gestures'
descriptions that can be used need to be less precise that the ones required for exhaustive sign
recognition. This makes the analysis of low resolution images possible.

However, in a reduced context, the spatial structure of the sentence may be an interesting
guideline to identify the signs as it can be done by only considering discriminative aspects of
the signs. For instance, in the movie theatre example, once the signer has evoked the date,
suppose the system produces the hypothesis of the evocation of a person. So the behavior
model infers a gesture sequence {located sign, pause, synchronized gaze} and asks the image
processing module to verify it. The system describes each item of the gesture sequence in
visual features. This reformulation is made in a qualitative way. For instance we don’t need an
exact knowledge about hand shape, but only to know if it is changing or not. Then, each of
these features can be verified using simple 2D clues. For instance, to test hand shape
properties, we only have to consider simple 2D shape properties as area or bounding box; to
test if the signer looks at the location of the entity, we measure the dissymmetry of the face
from the chest axis. Without this prediction process, in a bottom-up analysis, we should have
to extract and recognize arm movement or hand configuration and so, to use more
complicated measures as 3D tracking trajectories, Fourier descriptors, gaze direction or 3D
face orientation.



The three different elements of such automatic tool (signing space representation,
grammatical model, low level image processing) have been evaluated separately. It has been
shown that in a reduced context, the prediction/verification approach that is described above
was relevant and allowed to use simple 2D image processing operators instead of complex
gesture reconstruction algorithms to performs the identification of the different kinds of
entities that where used in the utterance.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, this model is our first formalization of spatio-temporal structure of the signing
space. Its purpose is to help sign language image analysis.
The main interests of this approach are:

- the use of a qualitative description of the gestures that can be easily identified with
simple and robust image processing techniques,

- the use of a prediction / verification approach where only significant events have to be
identified and that avoid an exhaustive reconstruction of the gestures,

- the descriptions used in that model provide a strong guideline for the design of those
operators.

But this model seems useful for sign generation or annotation as well.
Implementation of the model and tools we have built help linguists to evaluate their linguistic
model of sign language.

Further works concern:
- The extension of the model to dialog situation, with shared entities, and the

implementation of more complex transformations as “transfer structures”.
- Another interesting perspective is the study of gesture from a functional point of view

by the mean of a proprioceptive representation of the gestures.
- Finally, signing space representation could be used for the specification of a graphical

form of sign language.
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